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You probably have many questions studying in 
a new country. Here we want to assure you that 
both university staff and other students will be 
available to assist you. This handbook will an-
swer many of your questions about your stay at 
the University of Calgary. 
 
For more, you can also check out the infor-
mation on our web site: http://wiki.ifmsa.org/
scope/index.php?title=Main_Page  
 
PUMC was founded by the Rockefeller Founda-
tion in 1917, which is the first key medical 
school to offer eight-year curriculum on clinical 
medicine and undergraduate courses on nurs-
ing in China. In the course of its 97-year history, 
PUMC insists on her unique tradition: Small 
scale, elite-oriented education. Through out 
history, many famous masters in the develop-
ment of clinical medicine in China graduated 
from here; Looking forward to the future, the  
successors will make greater achievement ! 

 

 WELCOME 
We are pleased that you 
have chosen to attend Pe-
king Union Medical College 
(PUMC) for your exchange 
program. We wish you a 
pleasant month in PUMC 
and in Beijing.  
 
You are not alone in joining 
PUMC as an international 
student. Every year, medical 
students from all around 
the world choose to experi-
ence life in Beijing. 
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IFMSA-China 
What should I know about  it? 

IFMSA—China is a full mem-
ber of IFMSA (International 
Federation of Medical Stu-
dents’ Association). PUMC 
branch now plays a leading 
role in IFMSA-China.  

Founded in 1951, IFMSA (International Federa-
tion of Medical Students’ Association) has  been 
led by medical students worldwide for more 
than 60 years .  
 
It is the world’s oldest and largest independent 
organization representing associations of medi-
cal students internationally. It currently main-
tains 108 National Member Organizations from 
more than 100 countries across six continents 
with over 1,2 million students represented 
worldwide.  
 
IFMSA is a non-governmental organization with-
in the United Nations’ system, World Health Or-
ganization and it works with the World Medical 
Association. 
 
IFMSA aims at impacting the world and empow-
ering its members in taking their vision and ide-
as, and making them a reality. IFMSA has in-
spired generations of medical students to devel-
op the leadership abilities and skills to take on 
challenges and to improve the world around 
them. Engaging in IFMSA encourages both pro-
fessional and personal collaborations irrespec-
tive of geographical, social, cultural, religious, 
racial, sexual and political differences. As a re-
sult, future doctors are becoming more cultural-
ly aware with global vision. 
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Aims: 

The mission of IFMSA is to offer future physi-
cians a comprehensive introduction to global 
health issues. Through our programs and op-
portunities, we fill medical students with wide 
cultural vision,  aiming at influencing the 
global inequalities that shape the health of 
our planet. 

To expose all medical students to humanitarian and health issues, 
providing them with the opportunity to education themselves and 
their peers; 
To facilitate partnerships between the medical students' community 
and international organization working on health, education and 
social issues; 
To give all medical students the opportunity to take part in clinical 
and research exchange around the world; 
To provide a network that links active medical students across the 
globe, including student leaders, project managers and activists, so 
that they can learn from and be motivated by each other; 
To provide an international framework in which medical student 
projects can be realized; 
To empower and train medical students to become advocates in 
leading social change. 

                                                                                                                 Mission  Statement: 
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PUMCH 

I  Want  To  Know  
More  About  You 
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{ 1921 } 

Peking Union Medical College 

Hospital (PUMCH) was founded 

by Rockefeller Foundation in 

1921.  

For the past 90 years, PUMCH has been making 

history out of perseverance, great virtue and 

medical skill 

“ 

{ 3 } 

PUMCH has “three treasures”, profes-

sors, medical case records and library. 

The case records, which also include 

those of celebrities, are considered 

priceless for their historical and clinical 

significance.  

{ 4000 } 

PUMCH now has a medical staff of more 

than 4,000 people, including 6 academi-

cians of the Chinese Academy of Scienc-

es and Chinese Academy of Engineering, 

and 682 full and associate professors.  

{ 1 }

Peking Union Medical College Hospital is 

widely regarded as one of Chinese 

hospitals. It was ranked as the best overall 

hospital in China by 

ment Institute of Fudan University.
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“ One of PUMCH’s treasure，library 

{ 68000 } 
It has 54 clinical and medico -technical de-

partments and more than 2,000 inpatient 

beds, with a daily outpatient visit of 12,000, 

annual discharged patients exceeding 

68,000, inpatients scheduled for surgery 

reaching 32,000 and an average length of 

stay below 9.5 d. 

{ 1 } 

Peking Union Medical College Hospital is 

widely regarded as one of Chinese best 

It was ranked as the best overall 

hospital in China by Hospital Manage-

ment Institute of Fudan University.  
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 Contact your contact person to let 
him/her know you’ve safely arrived 

 
 Accommodation 

We’ve arranged accommodation for you as 
showed in the map 1 attached to this handbook. 
Also there will be a volunteer who can help you 
communicate with door lady who cannot speak 
English. Be sure you’ve got his or her contact de-
tails. Feel free to contact us if you have any prob-
lem. 
 

 Checklists (Things you must have) 

Meal card; student ID; key for dormitory; trans-

portation card; SIM card;  
 

 Sign a form 
To update contact details. 
 

 Get familiar with the hospital 
We will show you around the college and the hos-
pital.   Also the details are showed in map 2. 
 

 Contact us whenever you need help 
 

 Enjoy yourself in Beijing! 
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FOOD CHOICES 

S chool Canteens 

 

 Canteen in Beipei Building (北配楼） 

 

 Canteen in Nurse Building  (护士楼） 

 

 Canteen of Yi Da (医大食堂) 
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Subway 
Quanjude Peking Roast 
Duck 
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  SPORTS 
Keep moving... 
Keep fit.... 

Running 
Running is a free charge sport, you can run everywhere as long as you want to. 
We recommend follow routes which are filled with breathtaking scenery as will 
as broad roads. 
Route 1:  
PUMC- ChangAn street- Tiananmen square-Beijing Great hall-beichang street-
jingshanqian road-dongsi-PUMC 
Route 2: 
fitness center 
Although the scholar in PUMC is heavy, remember to keep fit. 
  
Fitness center for student in pumc 
Business hours:  10:00-21:00 
Location: B1 floor of new science building 
Feature: The most convince place for doing some muscle exercise, the price is 
very cheap, it takes 2RMB each time. the facility is sufficient for basic train-
ing  with two running machine and some barbell. while disadvantage is obvious 
at the same time, too busy in dinner time. 
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Hosa Sport  
(Branch of Wangfujin) 
Business hours: 9:00-22:00 
Location: 1 East North Street , Dongcheng District, four-story building CITS Hosa 
Fitness 
Feature: One that combines the  advantages of both distance and facility. Just two 
streets away from PUMC, providing professional coaches( charged) to help you 
with training plan.. The cost is high, 3800RMB for a year, there are also some other 
package available. 

Contact information：(010) 65269700 

 
(Branch of Guorui) 
Business hours: 9:00-22:00 
Location: Dongcheng District, Chongwen Gate City Building 2 Glory B1, B2 layer 
Feature: The cost is not high, approximately 2200RMB one year which also pro-
vides a small swimming pool in B2 floor. 
Contact information: 010) 67160345 
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BASKETBALL  VS 

Basketball 
PUMC has two basketball courts, one is open air, another is under-
ground, which shares the place with badminton. The underground one 
locates on B2 floor in New Research Building, which needs booking in 
advance. The other can be used at anytime you want to. It is also a 
good idea to join PUMC basketball association where you can meet 
many interesting friends who share the same interests. 
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BASKETBALL  VS BADMINTON 
Want to make more interesting friends? 
Join them in playing basketball and badminton! 

Badminton and ping-pang ball 
Badminton and ping-pang are said to be the most popular sports in 
PUMC as well as in China. You can enjoy these two sports with limited 
amount of money. Ping-pang locates on B1 floor in New Research 
Building, 2 RMB per hour. Badminton court locates on B2 floor in New 
Research Building, 8 RMB per hour. 
  

Other sports 
Dondan Stadium 
Close to New Oriental Plaza, which has indoor tennis courts, 260RMB 
per hour. The stadium is also equipped with swimming poors, basket-
ball courts and badminton fileds. 
Business hours:8:00-22:00 
location: Chongwenmen  St, Dongcheng District, 108 Dongdan stadium. 
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 IN BEIJING 

Temple of Heaven is not so famous as the Great Wall 
or the Imperial Palace, but it’s surely as splendid and 
grand. Different from the majestic royal decoration in 
the Imperial Palace, Temple of Heaven is mainly mys-
teriously blue and green, fusing with the sky. If 
viewed from a distance, Temple of Heaven seems to 
be holily part of the sky, giving tourists a wide hori-
zon and a total free feeling. 
 
Temple of Heaven is the biggest building group sac-
rificing to the heaven. It’s divided into inner and out-
er parts by two walls. North part of the temple is 
round while south part is square, symbolizing 
‘orbicular sky and rectangular earth’. Main buildings 
are located on the north-to-south axes in the inner 
part. Huanqiu altar, used for sacrificing to the heav-
en, is located in the south, containing Huanqiu, 
Huangqiongyu.  
Separated by a wall, Qigu altar, used for sacrificing 
for harvest, is in the north, containing Qinian Palace, 
Huangqian Palace and Qinian Gate. These two altars 
are linked by a 360-meter-long, 30-meter-wide 
bridge named Dandian. Large area of cypress is  

TEMPLE                               
              OF 

              HEAVEN 
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PEKING UNION MEDIACAL COLLEGE 

34

TEMPLE                                

 

surrounding the bridge. Inside the west wall of the inner 
yard there’s Zhai Palace where acoustics and geometry. 
 
ancient emperor lived in before a big sacrifice, while in-
side the west wall of the outer yard there’re Shenle Pavil-
ion and Sacrificing Altar. Main building in Temple of 
Heaven contains Qinian Palace, Huangqian Palace, Huan-
qiu, Huangqiongyu, Zhai Palace, Wuliang Palace, Long 
Gallery, Wanshou Pavilion and so on. Also there are Echo 
Wall, Stone of Three Sound and Stone of Seven Stars in-
side the yard. Buildings in Temple of Heaven have not 
only great artistic value, but also scientific value in me-
chanics. 
Opening Hours:  
Open at 6:00 am, Stop selling tickets at 20:00 
Cleat the park at 21:00, Close at 22:00 
Visiting Hours: Open for tourists at 8:00 am everyday  
 
Transportation: No.106 bus, Station Tianqiao 

Shicha Lake is the best preserved place from old Beijing 
culture, as well as one of the attractions every tourist 
should visit. You can walk through the most authentic old 
alleys in Beijing and the most complete courtyard ancient 
celebrities lived in. Pedicabs and tandem bicycles are high-
ly recommended. You can also take a scull boat to enjoy 
the scenery of three lakes there. 
 
Moreover, Shicha Lake is also famous for the bars combin-
ing classic and modern culture by the lake. Wine-tasting, 
classic boats, quadrangle dwelling lives and traditional Bei-
jing food are all available here. You can also visit the hous-
es where modern celebrities like Song Qingling and Mei 
Lanfang or ancient royal members like Price Gong and 
Prince Qing lived. In a word, various local customs and 
practices can all be viewed here in Shicha Lake. 
 
Transportation: No.111 Bus, Station Dongguanfang. 
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TRAVEL IN BEIJING 

56

    Botanic Garden 

In most beautiful season, if you want to enjoy the beauty of nature, 
Beijing Botanic garden is your best choice. With more than 3000 spe-
cies of plants, you will get a full experience of nature. We recommend 
greenhouse area for your sightseeing. As the biggest greenhouse in 
Asia, there holds thousands of tropical plant from all over the world, 
and also particular plants in China, including the peony, monthly rose, 
flowering peach, bamboo, wintersweet and so on. 
March/April/May is very good period for you to have a trip here and 
taste the spring in Beijing, without travel in the forest, you can have a 
look at precious plants on the earth. 
 
Except for plant, the temples and galleries are also worthy of seeing. 
 
Take No.1 subway to get to 
Gongzhufen Station, then 
take bus 698 and get off at 
Beijing Botanic garden sta-
tion. 

 

Entrance ticket          

Entrance 
10 yuan; 5 yuan for stu-
dents 

Greenhouse 
50 yuan ;40 yuan for stu-
dents 

Wofo Tem-
ple 

5 yuan 

All-inclusive 45 yuan 
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TRAVEL IN BEIJING 
Open time (all year round) 

 summer winter 

Botanic garden 6:00 -- 20:00 7:30 -- 17:00 

Wofo Teemple 8:00 -- 16:00 8:30 -- 16:00 

greenhouse 8:00 -- 16:30 8:30 -- 16:00 

Cao Xueqin gallery 8:30 -- 16:30 9:00 -- 16:00 

Spring 
10:00 -- 13:00 in 

weekends  

With time flowing, many of the most famous 
stores live and develop in full swing through 
the history. Quanjude Peking Roast Duck, 
Bianyifang Roast Duck restaurant, Ruifuxiang 
Silk, Tongrentang Chinese Medicine and oth-
er brand shops have been living here for 
hundreds of years. You can appreciate the 
special local product anywhere. 
 
Nowadays, Qianmen Street went through a 
repair in a large scale, growing from a com-
plete culture sight of ancient city into an ar-
ea filled with multiple elements. With tradi-
tional and modern culture mixed here, you 
can find elements of both history and fash-
ion everywhere, so don’t be surprised when 
you find Starbuck coffee beside “Goubuli”. 
Just enjoy the freshness with a plate of 
dumplings or a cup of coffee. 
 
Dangdang Che is also very worthy of being 
mentioned, they act as sightseeing car now 
to bring you back to the daily life hundreds 
of years ago.Take No.5 subway to arrive at 
Chongwenmen Station, transfer from No.5 to 
No.2 subway and get off at Qianmen Station.  

 

Qianmen    

Pedestrian Street 

Since the Ming Dynasty, Qianmen 

Street which was located in the cen-

ter of ancient city, acted as a flour-

ish street for trade and communica-

tion.  
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South  
Luogu Lane  

South Luogu Lane is the 
only the traditional resi-
dential area remained in 
China that still fully pre-
serves the chess-board 
layout of Hutongs popu-
lar in the Yuan Dynasty, 
with its scale, equality 
and historical value un-
matched by any other 
lane. 

South LuoguLane is 786 meters long and 8 me-
ters wide, connecting Gulou East St. on its north 
and Di’anmen East St. on the south. South Luo-
guLane was built in 1267 when the capital of Yu-
an Dynasty was constructed, and was a compo-
nent of the market area, which had the imperial 
government built in the front, the market area at 
the back, the imperial ancestral temple on the 
left, and the sacrificial altar on the right. The lane 
was part of the Zhaohui Community in the Yuan 
Dynasty, and served as the dividing line between 
the Zhaohui community and the Jinggong Com-
munity in the Ming Dynasty. It was under the ju-
risdiction of the Xianghuang Banner during the 
years of Emperor Qianlong, and belonged to the 
Left III Community in the late years of Emperor 
Guangxu and during the years of Emperor 
Xuantong. During the Republic of China, it be-
longed to the Inner V Community. 
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The Lane was called “LuoguoLane” in the Ming Dynasty due to its 

“luoguo” feature with the middle part higher than the two ends. In 1750, 
the lane got a homonymic name of “LuoguLane”, and was divided into 
South Luogu Lane and Northern Luogu Lane(now within the Andingmen 
Community). The name of the lane remained “South Luogu Lane” during 
and after the Republic of China. The Hutong was briefly called “Huihuang 
St.” during the Cultural Revolution and later regained its current 
name.South Luogu Lane was built under the architectural concept of 
“residential blocks”–with the lane serving as the central line dividing 8 par-
allel Hutongs on each side, hence forming the outlook of a fish bone, or a 
“Wugong”. Thus, the lane was also called “Wugong Lane”.  
South Luogu Lane is the only traditional residential area remaind in China 
that still fully preserves the chess-board layout of Hutongs popular in the 
Yuan Dynasty, with its scale, quality and historical value unmatched by any 
other lane. 
Today, South Luogu Lane is among one of the oldest Hutongs and has a 
history of over 800 years. This North-South Hutong is filled with bars, 
cafes, restaurants, artsy little shops, souvenir shops and cute boutiques. 
It'sworth spending an hour or two walking through it. 
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HAPPY VALLEY
After feeling the traditional culture of Beijing, Happy Valley Amusement 
Park in Beijing provides an access for entertainment. 

Happy Valley Amusement Park is composed of 7 theme parks, includ-
ing Happy Time, Wild Fjord, Atlantis, Aegean Harbor, Lost Maya, 
Shangri-La, and Ant King. Each theme park is designed with a curtain 
feature appealing to various visitors. Despites the architecture, sculp-
ture, landscape and fresco, each theme park will also present a story 
performance establishing the main structure of the theme. With taste 
of different theme parks in Happy Valley, visitors can experience a 
colorful ecological environment and world-wide regional culture. 
Here you can have a close contact with the high-rising Crystal Wing 
and the Titan Truck's Apollo Wheel. You can enjoy the simple life in 
dreamy Shangri-la, feel the figures of ancient Greek myths in Aegean 
Sea, recall the glorious Maya and their scattered huge stone pillars, 
and even take on the flying boat in Atlantis, combing the history track 
with the scenes of the ancients all over the world. 
Beijing Happy Valley will fully satisfy your desire and curiosity for fun. 
More than 50 scenic sights, 10 thematic performance and 30 recrea-
tion rides are scattered in the park, and wild-spread grassland and 
large-covering lake is set to offer the rare opportunity to experience 
the charm of various civilizations regardless of the distance of space 
and time.  
 
Transportation: 
By Bus 
Take bus 41 and get off at Beijing Happy Valley Station  
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HAPPY VALLEY 
After feeling the traditional culture of Beijing, Happy Valley Amusement 
Park in Beijing provides an access for entertainment.  

Opening Hour 
Matinee / Daytime Show 
In-Season (Mar. 16 to Nov. 15): 
09:00-18:30 (weekdays); 08:30-18:30 (weekends) 
Off-Season (Nov. 16 to Mar. 15): 
10:00-17:30 (weekdays); 09:30-17:30 (weekends) 
Evening Show: 
18:00-22:00 
 
Admission Fee 
Matinee / Daytime Show 
In-Season 
All Inclusive Ticket: CNY 200 (Adults or Children over 5 feet) 
Children/Senior Ticket: CNY 130 (Children between 4 to 5 feet; sen-
iors between 65 to 69yrs, ID card needed for authentication) 
Off-Season 
All Inclusive Ticket: CNY 160 (Adults or Children over 5 feet) 
Children/Senior Ticket: CNY 100 (Children between 4 to 5 feet; sen-
iors between 65 to 69yrs, ID card needed for authentication) 
Evening Show 
Night-show Ticket: 80 RMB (Adults and Children over 4 feet) 
Children under 4 feet are admitted for free if followed by an adult. 
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Chongwenmen (崇文门) 
Outside the east of New Oriental Pla-
za, there is a bus station you can take 
106,684,685,108 and 116 to Chongwen-
men. Nearby that, there are some su-
permarkets. 
 

LOTTE Mart (乐天玛特超市) 
It is a fair-price market. What’s more, it 
has a comprehensive variety of fruits. 
Also, the deli is very delicious, like fried 
rice and cooked chicken. 

 
What if I would like to go to some 
bigger stores? 
Like supermarkets, where I can buy 
daily necessities and foods at the 
same time. 
Of course, there are some good 
destinations! 
 

Wangfujing Street

Yong hui Supermarket（永辉超市） 

Near the Beijing Railway Station, a gen-
eral department store with many kinds 
of fresh products, also well-known for 
its home-made breads, pizzas, snacks, 
and typical Chinese breakfasts. 
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Shopping malls 

Gongmei Building  (工美大厦) 

The goods are at a fair price. 

Wangfujing Department Store(王府井百货) 

It has many international brands with high price. 
apm 

Another shopping mall just like the New Oriental Plaza, includes more 
space and stores. Choices for food and shopping here also profound. 
Additionally, it has a cinema inside. 
 

Beijing characteristics 

Wu Yutai(吴裕泰) 

It provides high-level Chinese tea, and other Beijing specialties. By the 
way, the match ice-cream is famous for its delicious taste. 

Gongmei building (工美大厦) 

It has masses of Chinese traditional artwares. 

Daoxiangcun (稻香村） 

A famous Beijing’s cookies shop. It sites on the underground of 
Wangfujing Department store .  

 
 

Wangfujing Street 

You are in the center of 
the capital of Beijing! 
Shopping malls and spe-
cial stores surround 
PUMCH. Below are some 
representatives. 
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Transportation  

in Beijing 
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-Beijing South Railway Station 
A newly constructed railway station only serves high-speed 
trains. You can choose to head for Tianjin or other cities near 
Beijing and it's very convenient to go this railway station by sub-
way. You can take subway line 1 to Xidan station and transfer to 
line 4, from which there is only one stop to Beijing South Rail-
way Station. 
 

-Beijing West Railway Station 
Also it is another origin for trip from Beijing, and you can take 
the subway there as well. Take subway line 1 to the Military Mu-
seum station and transfer to line 9. 
 

-Beijing Capital International Airport 
Take subway line 1 and transfer to line 2 at Jianguomen Station, 
then get off at Dongzhimen station and transfer to the Airport 

Express. It takes ￥25 to go to either Terminal 2 or Terminal 3 of 
the airport. 
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CONTACT PERSONS  

If you have any problems, feel free to 

contact us. Below are contact details. 

 

ZHANG Shuo 

Phone: +86 15801619317 
Email Address:  zhangshuo199054@163.com  
 

CAO Yihan 

Phone: +86 15210580639 
Email Address: caoyihan90.student@sina.com 
 
PAN Zhouxian 

Phone: +86 15801365042 
Email Address: panzx10@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn  
 

JIN Yu 

Phone: +86  15201518803 
Email Address: jin093@163.com  
 
WU Guoliang 

Phone: +86 15201518707 
Email Address: 402636254@qq.com  
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CONTACT PERSONS  



 

 

北京协和医学院 
PEKING UNION MEDIACAL COLLEGE 

Address  : 9, Dong Dan San Tiao, Dongcheng 
District, Beijing, P. R. China 
Code       : 100730 
Website   : http://cams.ac.cn, www.pumc.edu.cn 

IFMSA-China 


